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About This Software

MovingPictures enables viewing of videos and galleries of (.png, .jpg, and .gif) images using the Vive VR headset. Using one or
both controllers, you can load videos and images from your computer, then freely move them around and resize them in the VR

space in front of you. If at any point you forget the controls, you can simply turn around to see them mapped out on the Vive
controller.

For videos, you can fast-forward and rewind, select a specific time in the video, choose whether the video repeats after reaching
the end, and adjust the volume. For images, you can switch from image to image to view all the images in the opened folder in-
order. Images can be viewed one-at-a-time, as a row of all images in the folder, or as a column of those images. The images can

keep their relative proportions, or be resized to have either the same width or the same height.

Supported Video Formats:  .mp4, .avi, .flv, .wmv, .mov, .qt, .3gp, .swf, .mkv, .ogg, .webm
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Title: MovingPictures: VR Video and Image Viewer
Genre: Photo Editing, Utilities, Video Production
Developer:
Aaron Kunkle
Publisher:
Aaron Kunkle
Release Date: 5 May, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1 or later, Windows 10

Processor: Intel i5-4590, AMD FX 8350 equivalent or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970, AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or better

Storage: 132 MB available space

English
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I may expand this later but I wanted to get it up here.

This is not a good game. Its janky, its sparse, and the gameplay loop is literally just find a guy to stab and see if he has any
money or slightly better armor than you. The animations and graphics combine to make it look like your fighting possesed
manakins that shout at you in a language that may or may not be real. You can dismember them, but it seems to be totally
random as to when and how it happens.

So why do I recommend it? Because despite, and in fact probably because of, these things the game is fun. Its stupid, low budget
fun. It's like a Godzilla movie or Deep Space from Plan 9. Its objectively bad but it makes you laugh and you enjoy the time you
spend with it.

You may want to buy it on sale though. Or just avoid if you cant appreciate terrible things. But I know I can.

EDIT: The developer is legitimately actively working on improving this game, and I want to say again this game is F.U.N. fun.
I've put the time I have on this because I enjoy it. It really is money well spent.. I absolutely love this game. One of the earliest
memories i have is my dad loading this up for me to play on the family computer and might of even been the reason ive been
playing videogames for the past 26 years or so since! still a great game that is fun to play and brings back so many things that i
forgot i knew about this game. thanks for the fond memories. Fun little puzzler, only a few hours long, but a good logic
workout. If you ever have to guess you've missed something. As is the fashion, concepts are introduced wordlessly with a few
simple training puzzles, then you're in for the real ones in each section. If you've learned the correct rules from the training
puzzles (pay careful attention to these), then it's just a matter of deduction to solve that section. Any confusion will probably
stem from having "learned" a slightly incorrect version of the rule, and in this way it reminds me a lot of The Witness, though
the games are not otherwise similar.. If you enjoy classic RTS games like Age of Empires or Empire at War then this is a classic
throwback for you! Honestly it reminds me of Command and Conquer Red Alert 2. Very fun and time killing also historically
accurate. Not to mention its five buckaroos!. i like the game but
it's dead. You can fly through the sky being a turd hitting people in the face, what not to love??

It's not bias if my cousin made it right?. I loaded an earlier gamesave to correct a mistake, but the save was 2 hours too early (no
manual saving possible) and I loaded the last autosave... oops... It seems that it just saved again when loading the former save.
Besides a lot of bugs, bad translation and the fact that ravens are the only thing you can kill within 3 hours, that is the reason
why I will delete this game now and wait until they correct at least the autosave function.. God-awful game. The very bad
version of Renegade ops. Whole game is basically shooting generic enemy wave after wave after wave. Even if this was on a
phone, still would be boring. Avoid this!. I Had fun with this :3 i think you need to make more games :3

I would reccomend this lil game to anyone cause its fun also ima buy the "Scrap Garden" Game

Issues:
i Only had 1 problem with the game and that was a frame drop or 2 Oh and also when i exited the game it crashed and
CORRUPTED one of my recordings but its ok : 3. dont buy for 2 bucks
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great gamee you should get it but just in case watch some vids on it to see if you would like it. I played through quite a few
levels until I got stuck on one by not being quick enough and not getting hit few enough times to make it from one piece of fruit
to the next. The hunger mechanic really ruined the game for me, even on the levels I beat. It kind of took the fun away from
what is a nice looking and intriguing game. If you think you can tolerate the hunger mechanic, then by all means, get it. I didn't
care for it at all, though, so I have to give it a thumbs down, even on sale.. Well here's my review :)

https://youtu.be/faY8tj4CXaM

In summary, casual gamers - wait till this drops to $10
Poker fanatics. It's worth picking up now.

. Got pretty annoying by half end to the game, not much new or interesting, same stuff.
Of course there are some good mechanics implemented, but I wouldn't play this after first game just because there is nothing
new pretty much to spend time on.. its ok but nala did not like the graphics it needs to be smooth. My Doctor diagnosed me with
vertigo!!. This game is pretty... interesting. I will post a video giving a pretty basic rundown of the game. then replace this with a
quality review and video when it is done.. Very grindy, with lots of replay value and LOL moments.. Excellent. I can't wait to
see what happens next.
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